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"I woke up still not dead again today," Willie Nelson sings on his new album, "the
internet said I had passed away." Addressing recent rumors of declining health, Nelson
plays the idea for laughs, but it's no joke. On his new album, the 83-year-old singer
probes his own mortality and wrestles with death head-on for the first time on record.

The main pitfall for an artist as prolific as Nelson is maintaining a sense of coherent
urgency with each release. But old age has sharpened Nelson's focus as a songwriter,
providing him with renewed purpose as a lyricist and heightened vulnerability as a
vocalist. So unlike 2014's retrospective smorgasbord Band of Brothers, 2015's loving
collaboration with Merle Haggard Django & Jimmie, or his recent collections of reverent
tributes to Ray Price and Gershwin, God's Problem Child is a tightly-woven, poignant
collection of ruminations on aging and fading faculties that amounts to Nelson's most
moving album in decades.

Set to longtime producer Buddy Cannon's sparse, elegant country arrangements, these
songs are brimming with bleak prophecy and spiritual acceptance, as Nelson ponders
his eternal home ("Little House on the Hill"), everlasting compassion ("True Love"), and
his fallen comrade Merle Haggard ("He Won't Ever Be Gone"). On songs like "Your
Memory Has a Mind of Its Own" and "Old Timer," Nelson addresses his devastating
second-person meditations about physical deterioration to himself, a clever narrative
device that packs a heavy punch: "You think that you're still a young bull rider/Till you
look in the mirror and see/An old timer," Nelson sings with impeccable phrasing in the
latter, delivering the title phrase in a quivering melody that lays bare the song's heavy
emotion.
Review: Willie Nelson Stares Down Mortality on Most Moving LP in Years
Our take on the 83-year-old country icon's latest, on which the passage of time is
rendered with timeless wisdom and beauty
RollingStone

______________________________________________
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Album Review – Rodney Crowell’s “Close Ties”
By Kyle "Trigger" Coroneos, savingcountrymusic.com

Guy Clark was one of the greatest, most revered songwriters to ever put pen to paper, and put a legacy
of songs together that generations will labor to beat, ultimately in vain. His wife Susanna was the muse
behind a thousand songs, not just from Guy, but from a healthy gaggle of Texas and Nashville
songwriters, while earning respect as a songwriter and composer herself. Townes Van Zandt was the
ideal specimen of the troubled poet, with emotions too rich for the world, and songs that will outlast the
living. And they were all friends. And they’re all now gone, along with many more fallen greats, leaving
those who cherished their music and musings searching for something or someone who can replace the
magic in a new, and much more dull world.

To us, it’s a sad state of affairs that Guy, Susanna, Townes, and so many more that made up the core of
the alternative to country in the 70’s and 80’s are gone, but to Rodney Crowell, these weren’t just
distant stars on some stage that perhaps he got to see once or twice in his life, and are only known
through their music and the make believe personas the mind assigns to them.

To Rodney Crowell, these were his close personal friends. They were his family. He laughed with them.
He lived with them. He cried with them, and fought like cats and dogs with them. When they stumbled,
he was there to catch them. When he stumbled, the story was the same. As gaping and painful as the
holes are for fans to fill where these past titans have moved along, for Rodney Crowell, it can only be
that much more cataclysmic and personal, and that much more impossible to resolve in the mind and
heart.

It’s hard to believe that at one time Rodney Crowell was credited for notching five consecutive #1
country music singles in a row, and not in some far and distant reality, but in the late 80’s, right before
some of the biggest stars still in country music today were just getting their start. Rodney Crowell
doesn’t seem like a commercial kind of guy. He’s Americana. But in 1988, mainstream country was a
much bigger tent, and worried about the amount of substance in the format much more than today.

Now the country music radio star version of Rodney Crowell seems light years away. Like many of the
original artist that made up the alt-country world that we now refer to as Americana, Crowell’s sound is
much more blues than it is country these days. These artists traded in their boots for fedoras, and have
gone exploring other regions of American roots music, maybe just as much from inspiration as to put
distance between their music and what much of the public thinks of when you use the term “country.”
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Crowell has not been caught napping in the last few years—releasing a couple of well-received duet
albums with Emmylou Harris while pumping out original records as well. But Close Ties feels like
something much more calculated, purposeful, and inspired, like he’s been saving up material, and
waiting for the right time when the wounds aren’t so fresh, but the memory and sense of loss is still
ablaze in his mind.
Close Ties finds Rodney Crowell getting incredibly personal, naming names, and using candid language
with incredible honesty and a colloquial candor most artists are too inhibited to communicate. Rodney
Crowell is one of the very few people who can refer to the great Susanna Clark as a “bitch,” because
that’s how close he was to her. If you or I tried that, he’d kick our asses, and for good reason.

Usually when you listen to records, you hear the name of the subjects of songs, but they’re abstract
characters in the listener’s mind; past lovers or friends of the writer with often the names changed to
protect the innocent. Maybe years later some dots are connected, like with Eric Clapton’s “Layla.” But
on Close Ties, Rodney Crowell takes moments to sing about people we all know as music fans, and about
situations we’ve perhaps heard about in lore. This makes the stories feel that much more stark. They’re
serial to the ongoing narrative about the music that is still unfolding through Crowell and his
contemporaries.

The specificity in songs like “Life Without Susanna,” or the songs about Crowell’s career like “It Ain’t
Over Yet” and “I Don’t Care Anymore” is pretty incredible. “Nashville 1972” is simply an account of
Crowell’s arrival in Music City, and his very early place in it.

I first met Willie Nelson with some friends at a party
I was 22-years-old, and he must have been pushing 40
Well there was hippies and reefer and God knows what I was drinking pretty hard
I played him this shitty song I wrote, and then puked out in the yard.

Even when you can’t place the names with true to life figures, like in the touching “Forgive Me
Annabelle,” the songs are rendered that much more real feeling by the personal nature of the material.
Though some things on Close Ties might be embellished, the fact that it all feels based on actual events
is what gives this project a vitality apart from your average record from Rodney Crowell or anyone else.
The songwriting is so good, you don’t care if the chorus on “Forty Miles From Nowhere” doesn’t rhyme.
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Close Ties isn’t just another collection of songs, it’s an oral history of Rodney Crowell’s life told through
the filter of watery eyes, about feelings that in some cases are still raw, and with an honesty and
candidness that’s rare.
1 3/4 Guns Up (8/10)
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GERRY SPEHAR -- I Hold Gravity
Sometimes it's good to take a break. In the case of Gerry Spehar, a thirty year break has
undeniable merit.
I met Gerry when he and his wife Sue hosted I See Hawks In L.A. for house concerts at
their sprawling oasis in the hills above L.A. Super nice folks, knowledgeable,
generous--and Gerry had a serious acoustic guitar collection.
So when Gerry asked me to check out some tunes he'd written, hoping we could be his
studio band, I had a brief moment of terror: a fan wants to jam. Hope this doesn't suck.
Gerry fired up a complex fingerpicking pattern on his old Martin.
After fifteen songs, at least five of which I wish I'd written, I was sold. The guy can
sing, write, and play. Oh yeah, he'd mentioned he'd been a full time musician back in
Colorado. Guess that was no exaggeration. Let's do it.
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We banged out an album's worth of tunes in three days at drummer Shawn Nourse's
studio, with Paul Marshall on bass. Shawn and Paul have played with Dwight Yoakam,
Strawberry Alarm Clock, Wanda Jackson, Garth Hudson, Rosie Flores, and of course
the Hawks. The boys nailed it, as did Gerry in the iso booth. Time for overdubs.
I added electric guitar, dobro, and steel; Rob, Paul and I sang our signature Hawks
harmonies; mad genius Tommy Jordan dropped in dulcimer, surdo, black box, and vocs;
Nashville ace Chris Tuttle dug in with all variety of growling B3, piano, and accordion;
and Gabe Witcher fiddled.
What has emerged is the aforementioned upside of a long hiatus: the spirit of the 70s,
fresh and unbattered and ready for a world that needs a bit of optimism and, yes,
erudition. It's country, folky, dark, witty. Americana from an OG picker.
Gerry Spehar is from an old Colorado pioneer family--coal miners, ranchers and
homesteaders. He was born and raised in Grand Junction, worked on his Uncle Will's
ranch punching cattle and farming. Uncle Will gave him his first guitar, a Stella, when
Gerry was 13. Gerry started writing songs immediately, practiced like a fiend,
absorbing Mississippi John Hurt finger style guitar and drinking in everyone from
Haggard to Hendrix.
Gerry lived the late 60s dream, hitchhiking from CU Boulder to home and back. In 1968
when his study abroad in France was interrupted by the student revolution, Gerry
bummed all over Europe, playing in train stations and cafes and living off tips. He came
home to his college sweetheart Sue and got serious about music, resuming a duo with his
brother George.
The Spehar Brothers were the buzz of the mountain and midwest club circuit, opening
for Boz Scaggs, Ian & Sylvia, John Fahey and Townes Van Zandt. Bill & Bonny
Hearne cut Gerry's song "Georgetown," with Nancy Griffith contributing vocals. Things
were happening.
When Sue got pregnant with their second child, Gerry put on his only straightjacket-gray mohair--walked into a bank, and got a job. For a few years he juggled music and
day gig, winning the Regional Wrangler Country Showdown with partner Bobby Allison
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and playing the finals at the Grand Ole Opry, landing a publishing deal with the
legendary Buzz Cason, returning often to Nashville to play the Bluebird and push his
tunes.
The day gig won. Gerry got a fat job in L.A., gave up performing and raised a family,
still recording demos with Nashville hotshots, looking for the hit. In 2000 Gerry cut a
tribute album to his brother with George Massenberg, Greg Leisz, Pete Wasner and Sam
Broussard. Gerry never put the guitar down, amassing hundreds of tunes in late night
sessions in the man cave.
Life is funny. Ironic at best, and harsh for certain. Gerry and Sue did things right,
raised two brilliant daughters, made a home that welcomed all. Thirty years on, they
jumped back into music, not just as husband and wife, but as songwriting partners,
chronicling their cross country drives, their mountain heritage, and an L.A. to Texas
landscape filled with shrimpers, dynamiters and wildcatters, wrestlers, roughnecks,
overambitious farmers, and Monsanto lawyers.
Sue passed from cancer as we were finishing the recordings. We were all lucky enough
to share her grace, her family, a wedding, and to know that she heard the songs brought
to completion in her last days.
Gerry is one tough hombre. He's dedicating phase two of his career to Sue, and he's
ready to rock.
-- Paul Lacques, I See Hawks In L.A.
"I Hold Gravity" preview: https://soundcloud.com/user-677005646/sets/i-hold-gravity/s-TeCvS
Contact: gspehar@gmail.com
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Review code
*****Killer
****What’s not to like?
***Can do better
**Why did they bother?
*Piss on this noise!
? I don’t get it
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#1 Willie Nelson God's Problem
Child,(*KP,*JM,*TG,*BB,*RS,*TG,*PVG,*OO,*OAM,*GM,*EW,*BS)
2. Rodney Crowell Close Ties,(*TG,*JM,*PT,*PVG,*OO,*JV,*EW,*CP,*BS,*ATC)
3. Marty Stuart and His Fabulous Superlatives Way Out
West(*PT,*J,*WC,*BS,*ATC,*RV)
4. Malcolm Holcombe: Pretty Little Troubls (*MF,*JF,*FS,*CP,*BB,*RV)
5. Sarah Shook & The Disarmers(*JM,*BB,*ST,*GS)
6. Shiny Ribs: I Got Your Medicine (*ST,*SD,*OO,*CP)
7. David Olney Don't Try To Fight It Red(*OO.*JV,*FS,*ATC,*RV)
7. Rhiannon Giddens Freedom Highway(*J,*PVG.*MF,*ATC)
8. Sunny Sweeney Trophy(*EW,*BS,*ATC)
9. Jason Eady Jason Eady(*J,*FS,*ABA,*RV)
9. Cory Branan: Adios (*JF,*GM,*CP)
9. Carrie Elkin The Penny Collector(*PK,*MP,*MF)
10. Scott Cook Further Down The Line(*MP,*MN)
11. Hannah Aldridge Gold Rush(*OAM,*JV)
12. Zephaniah O’Hora With The 18 Wheelers: This Highway(*WC,*FS)
12. Fred Eaglesmith: Standard(*JM,*BB)
13. Merlin Snider, One Light Many Windows(*MN.*FH)
13. Bruce Robison Bruce Robison & The Back Porch Band(*RV,*FS)
14. Sam Outlaw Tenderheart(*PK,*JV,*BS)
14. Richard Lynch Mending Fences(*ABA,*OAM)
14. Ray Davies Americana(*PVG,*GM)
14. Lynne Hanson Uneven Ground(*MP,*MAP)
15. Robyn Ludwick: This Tall To Ride (*SD)
16. Kenny White, Long List Of Priors(*PH)
17. Drew Holcomb & The Neighbors Souvenir(*PK,*MF,*DC)
18. Jim Gustin & Truth Jones: Memphis(*DC)
19. Rev. Sekou: In Times Like These(*JF)
20. Bumper Jacksons I've Never Met A Stranger(*RS,*MP)
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